Case Design for the Data Transmission Instruction of Teaching of SCM
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Abstract. For the convenience of instruction education of teaching of SCM, multi teaching cases were designed covers all the data transmission instruction, with the help of solutions for teaching demonstration in the simulation software, can vividly display case execution process. Through case teaching demonstration, it can arouse the interest and enthusiasm of the students, effectively promote the students to master the data transmission instruction, and achieve better teaching results.

Introduction

The principle and application of microcomputer is a course with strong theoretical and practical nature. It is a required course for the majority of mechanical engineering, automation, computer and other specialties [1]. This course has much knowledge and abstract content, and the students generally feel that the course is difficult to master. Many educators are exploring ways to raise the teaching effect of this course to improve students' interest in learning, so that students can not only master the basic knowledge of SCM, but also apply them to practical application [2-4].

Teachers try various methods to explore how to make the students fully master the concept and method of the design of the SCM application system [5]. In order to improve the quality of teaching, Proteus simulation software is introduced into the theoretical teaching to directly show the content which is inconvenient to describe in language, and enhance the vividness and intuition of teaching.

The practical results show that the virtual simulation platform based on Proteus and Keil Software is an excellent platform which combines theory and practice for students' study and use [6]. However, due to the limitations of software, the effect of instruction execution cannot be displayed directly in the instruction of assembly instruction.

This paper designs several typical teaching cases based on the Edsim51 software combined with the instruction process of data transmission instruction of 51 single chip.

General Situation of MCS-51 SCM Instruction Teaching

MCS-51 SCM has 111 assembler instructions. Mastering common instructions is the fundamental of this course. In the course of teaching, how to intuitively demonstrate the effect of instruction and deepen the impression is the content that must be paid attention to. In the teaching process of the assembly instruction of SCM, the instruction is monotonous and boring, the pure text display and explanation are not vivid, it is difficult for students to comprehend and master the related instructions. The existing simulation software such as Proteus has some simulation functions. In the execution, the data variable values are viewed through the debug instruction, but the operation is complex and not very intuitive [7].

The principle of SCM is used as the first course for electronic majors, which will be used in electronic competitions, technology making, curriculum design and so on. The core goal of the course is to develop the students' hands-on ability [8-9]. SCM instruction runs through the whole course teaching content [10]. The knowledge theory of learning MCU instruction is very abstract. Boring teaching will only enable students to remember some ambiguous instructions mechanically. The application of these instructions is not impressive [11].
In the teaching of single chip, we should make full use of the class time, combine with the typical case, and master the instructions skillfully.

**General Situation of MCS-51 Data Transmission Instruction**

SCM instruction runs through the whole course teaching content. Master and skilled use of single-chip command, to master the application of the whole chip technology has a very good effect. There are 29 data transmission instructions, which are designed for data transmission, data exchange and stack operation.

Data transmission: MOV, MOVX, MOVC
Stack operation: PUSH, POP
Data exchange: XCH, XCHD, SWAP

![Diagram of complete data transmission](image)

According to Figure 1, the complete 29 instructions can be written. For example, the instructions that send data to the accumulator Rn can be listed as:

MOV Rn, direct ;;Rn←(direct)
MOV Rn, A ;;n=0-7, (Rn)←(A)
MOV Rn, #data ;;(Rn)←data

At present, school hours are generally compressed. The time for instruction teaching is also limited. It is difficult to fully master the data transmission instructions and understand the corresponding application in 2-4 class hours. It is necessary to design several typical cases, which cover most of the data transmission knowledge, and demonstrate teaching in the teaching process, which will be beneficial to the instruction of data transfer instruction.

**Instruction Case Design of Data Transmission Instructions**

**Case Summary Design.** As shown in Figure 1, the data transmit instruction involves A, direct, Rn, @Ri, DPTR, @DPTR, #data, #data16, @A+PC, @A+DPTR. If all instructions are put into a single case to demonstrate and explanation, the case will be too long, and the difficulty of case design is greatly increased. At the same time, it is easy to cause fatigue in the teaching process. It can be divided into several typical cases to cover all the instructions, and each case is aimed at a typical application problem. Here are two typical data transmit instruction cases.

Case 1: Data which is taken from ROM 200H is sent to RAM20H, the 20H data is sent to 21H, and then send to the register R0 and the off-chip RAM 200H, data from off-chip RAM20H is sent to chip 21H and R1. (What if the ROM 200H is changed to 1300H? What if R0 is to changed to R7?)
What if off-chip RAM20H is to changed to off-chip RAM200H?

Case 2: The 16 bytes in the inner RAM 30H are written to 0, 1, 2, 3 and 15 respectively. (If the writing constant is 3? If the starting address is 0, whether it can run normally? How to write if it is written to the off-chip RAM? Can it be achieved if 300 bytes are written continuously?)

Write Case Program. The specific implementation of the case needs to draw a flow chart. According to the flow chart, the register and the RAM space and registers are allocated, the case 2 flowchart is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Flow chart of case 2

The address register select the R0, the loop count uses the R7, and the DJNZ instruction is used to determine whether the cycle is over.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORG</th>
<th>0000H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAIN:</td>
<td>MOV A, #00H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOV R0, #30H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOV R7, #10H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOP:</td>
<td>MOV @R0, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INC A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJNZ R7, LOOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SJMP $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cases Simulation and Demonstration. The existing Keil software and Proteus simulation software have a certain simulation function, and can also carry out the data view to display values of RAM, ROM and register during the execution process. However, the operation of data view is complicated and not intuitive. The case is displayed with the Ed51sim software, its general interface can directly input the program, execute, and intuitively display the value of the memory variable. The system clock frequency is 12MHz and the interface update frequency 1s are set after the startup software is started. Program is pasted into program code area and click "step" to run one step. All the registers and RAM data are listed on the left side as shown in Figure 3. In the process of
execution, register values and RAM data changes can be observed in real time. The specific change examples are compared to the data changes of Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Fig. 3 PC=0x0000H before running the simulation

Fig. 4 Simulation effect - state for the first time to execute to the DJNZ instruction
Conclusion

Through the simulation demonstration, the implementation process of the case program is clear at a glance, which makes the abstract content become image, easy to understand. It is more acceptable than simply learning book knowledge and watching PPT content of teachers, which greatly stimulated students' interest and enthusiasm in learning SCM. At the same time, it can help students to understand and master the case program step by step which will improve the teaching effect. Students can independently design experiments outside class, verify their ideas. It can help train students' innovative quality and creativity, improve the quality of experimental teaching, and expand students' thinking.
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